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Abstract
We present a precise lattice computation of the slope of the effective potential for
massless (λΦ4)4 theory in the region of bare parameters indicated by the Brahm’s
analysis of lattice data. Our results confirm the existence on the lattice of a remark-
able phase of (λΦ4)4 where Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking is generated through
“dimensional transmutation”. The resulting effective potential shows no evidence
for residual self-interaction effects of the shifted ‘Higgs’ field h(x) = Φ(x) − 〈Φ〉,
as predicted by “triviality”, and cannot be reproduced in perturbation theory. Ac-
cordingly the mass of the Higgs particle, by itself, does not represent a measure of
any observable interaction.
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1 Introduction
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB), induced through a self-interacting
scalar sector, is the essential ingredient to generate the mass of the inter-
mediate vector bosons in the standard model of electroweak interactions [1].
However, despite of the simplicity and elegance of the Higgs mechanism [2],
it is believed that the generally accepted “triviality” [3–9] of (λΦ4)4 implies
the scalar sector of the standard model to be just an effective theory, valid
up to some cutoff scale. Without a cutoff, the argument goes, there would
be no scalar self-interactions, and without them there would be no symmetry
breaking. This point of view also leads to upper bounds on the Higgs mass
[8,10,11].
Recently [12,13], it has been pointed out, on the basis of very general argu-
ments, that SSB is not incompatible with “triviality”. Indeed, the most general
condition for a trivial scattering matrix requires all interaction effects to be
reabsorbed into a set of Green’s functions expressible in terms of the first
two moments of a Gaussian functional distribution. In this situation, where
the simple Hartree-Fock-Bogolubov approximation becomes effectively exact
in the continuum limit, one can meaningfully consider a non-zero vacuum ex-
pectation value (VEV) of the field, 〈Φ〉, in connection with non-interacting,
quasi-particle excitations in the broken symmetry phase. In this sense, a “triv-
ial” theory can still be useful to determine the vacuum of the theory and as
such a convenient frame for the gauge fields preserving a perturbatively weak
interaction at high energies. This picture, while reconciling the strong evi-
dences for “triviality” with those for a non-trivial effective potential [14–24],
also clarifies the meaning of some explicit studies of “triviality” in the broken
symmetry phase (〈Φ〉 6= 0) [25], all pointing out the absence of observable
interactions. Let us briefly recapitulate the simple logical steps of Ref. [12,13]
leading to this conclusion.
The effective potential determines the zero-momentum 1PI vertices [26] and
reflects any non trivial dynamics in the zero-momentum sector of the the-
ory. This remark immediately suggests the relevance of studying the massless
version of (λΦ4)4 theories. In fact, on one hand, just the situation of a van-
ishing mass-gap in the symmetric phase, preventing to deduce the uniqueness
of the vacuum from the basic results of quantum field theory (see Ref. [7],
chapts. 16 and 17), opens the possibility of SSB. On the other hand, since
for the massless theory the zero-momentum (pµ = 0) is a physical on-shell
point, a non-trivial effective potential implies a non-trivial scattering matrix,
at least in that limiting and unobservable region of the 4-momentum space,
in agreement with the independent evidence for “non-triviality” of Pedersen,
Segal and Zhou [27]. As pointed out in Ref. [12,13], in fact, this (admittedly
almost ignored) result does not imply, by itself, the presence of observable
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scattering processes since all non-trivial interaction effects of the symmetric
phase may become unobservable, being fully reabsorbed into a change of the
vacuum structure and in the mass of the excitations of the broken symmetry
vacuum. In this way, one can reconcile non-trivial SSB with “triviality” and,
in the simplest case of the one-component theory with a discrete symmetry
Φ → −Φ, the physical excitation spectrum contains only massive free parti-
cles. Furthermore, by relating the equivalent computations in the symmetric
phase of Coleman and Weinberg [26] with those in the broken phase by Jackiw
[28] the requirement of “triviality”, i.e. the condition of a free shifted ‘Higgs’
field h(x) = Φ(x) − 〈Φ〉, dictates the form of the effective potential which,
close to the continuum limit, has to reduce to the simple expression corre-
sponding to the sum of a classical background and of the zero-point energy of
a massive free field. Indeed, massless (λΦ4)4, in all approximations consistent
with “triviality”, i.e. when h(x) is effectively governed by a quadratic Hamilto-
nian (one-loop potential, gaussian approximation, postgaussian calculations,
see in particular Ref. [24], where the Higgs propagator G(x, y) is properly op-
timized at each value of 〈Φ〉, by solving the corresponding non-perturbative
gap-equation) provides the same structure for the effective potential and, close
to the continuum limit, one finds the simple expression [19,20,12,13] (φB = 〈Φ〉
denotes the bare, cutoff-dependent vacuum field and Vtriv is a short-hand nota-
tion to denote the effective potential in those approximations consistent with
“triviality”)
Vtriv(φB) =
λ˜
4
φ4B +
ω4(φB)
64π2
(
ln
ω2(φB)
Λ2
− 1
2
)
. (1)
In Eq. (1) Λ denotes the Euclidean ultraviolet cutoff, ω2(φB) = 3λ˜φ
2
B is the
φB−dependent mass squared of the shifted field and λ˜ is finitely proportional
to the bare coupling λo entering the bare Lagrangian density (λ˜ = λo at one-
loop, λ˜ = 2
3
λo in the gaussian approximation and so on). Eq. (1) provides the
most general form of the effective potential in those approximations consistent
with “triviality” and leads to SSB. Indeed, the absolute minimum condition
occurs at φB = ±vB 6= 0 where
m2h = 3λ˜v
2
B = Λ
2 exp[−16π
2
9λ˜
] (2)
and one finds
W = Vtriv(±vB) = − m
4
h
128π2
< 0 (3)
so that, by using Eq.(2), Eq.(1) can be rewritten as
Vtriv(φB) =
9λ˜2φ4B
64π2
(ln
φ2B
v2B
− 1
2
) . (4)
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As discussed in Ref. [19,20,12,13,22,24], a non-perturbative renormalization
of the “trivial” effective potential is possible by imposing the requirement of
cutoff-independence for the ground state energy density W in Eq. (3) and for
the physical correlation length ξh ∼ 1/mh in the broken phase. In this case,
from
Λ
dmh
dΛ
= (Λ
∂
∂Λ
+ β(λ˜)
∂
∂λ˜
)mh = 0 (5)
one deduces
β(λ˜) = Λ
dλ˜
dΛ
= −9λ˜
2
8π2
< 0 (6)
which implies that both λo and λ˜ vanish in the continuum limit Λ → ∞,
mh = fixed according to
λo ∼ 3λ˜ = m
2
h
v2B
=
8π2
3 ln Λ
mh
→ 0. (7)
Notice that the non-perturbative β-function obtained from “triviality” is very
different from the perturbative β-function
βpert(λo) = Λ
dλo
dΛ
=
9λ2o
8π2
− 51λ
3
o
64π4
+O(λ4o) (8)
deduced from the cutoff-independence of the renormalized coupling λR =
λR(µ
2), as computed in a weak coupling expansion [29] in powers of the bare
coupling λo at some non-zero external momenta p
2 = µ2
Λ
dλR
dΛ
= (Λ
∂
∂Λ
+ βpert(λo)
∂
∂λo
)λR = 0. (9)
In particular, by relying on a perturbative evaluation of the higher order ef-
fects one would deduce [26] that the one-loop minimum is changed into a
false vacuum by the genuine h−field self-interactions and that SSB does not
occur for the massless theory. In this framework, and quite independently of
our results, one should realize that in the “trivial” (λΦ4)4 theories the valid-
ity of the perturbative relations is, at best, unclear [31]. Indeed, perturbation
theory, being based on the concept of a cutoff-independent and non-vanishing
renormalized coupling at non-zero external momenta, predicts the existence of
observable scattering processes that cannot be there if “triviality” is true. In
this sense, the unphysical features of the perturbative β−function [29] are just
a consequence [33] of the basic assumption behind the perturbative approach
– the attempt of defining a continuum limit in the presence of residual interac-
tion effects which, at any finite order, cannot be reabsorbed into the vacuum
structure and the particle mass. Therefore, only abandoning from the start the
vain attempt of defining an interacting theory, can a meaningful continuum
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limit be obtained and only approximations to the effective potential consistent
with the non-interacting nature of the field h(x) are reliable (for more details
on the general class of these consistent approximations see Ref. [13]).
As discussed in Ref. [19,12,13,20,22,24], all approximations consistent with
the structure in Eqs. (1,4), although providing different λ˜ in their bare forms,
are equivalent. Indeed, they lead to the same form when expressed in terms
of the physical renormalized vacuum field φR. The underlying rationale for
the introduction of φR is the following. Naively, one would plot the effective
potential (1,4) in terms of the bare field φB at fixed Λ. This attempt, however,
becomes more and more difficult when increasing Λ since in the continuum
limit, when Λ → ∞ and λ˜ → 0, the slope of the effective potential in terms
of φB becomes infinitesimal. Indeed, to produce a finite change in Vtriv from
0 to W requires to reach the values ±vB and these are located at an infinite
distance in units ofmh. Thus, in this situation the plot of the effective potential
is crucially dependent on the magnitude of the ultraviolet cutoff. However, the
effective potential itself is a cutoff-independent quantity and one may naturally
consider the question of making this invariance manifest. To do this, let us
consider the Renormalization Group (RG) equation for the effective potential
and determine the integral curves
λ˜ = λ˜(Λ) , (10)
φB = φB(Λ) (11)
along which Vtriv in Eqs. (1,4) is invariant. This amounts to solve the partial
differential equation
(Λ
∂
∂Λ
+ β(λ˜)
∂
∂λ˜
+ Λ
dφB
dΛ
∂
∂φB
)Vtriv(Λ, λ˜, φB) = 0 . (12)
By using Eq. (6), obtained from the cutoff-independence of the ground state
energy at the minima φB = ±vB where the partial derivative with respect to
φB in Eq.(12) vanishes identically, we find [16,18,19,12,22]
Λ
dφB
dΛ
=
9λ˜
16π2
φB (13)
which indeed confirms that the product λ˜φ2B is invariant along a given integral
curve as dictated by the RG-invariance of Eq.(2). Thus, one finds φ2B ∼ 1/λ˜
and the question naturally arises of finding the proper normalization of the
vacuum field in units of the natural cutoff-independent scale mh associated
with the absolute minimum of the effective potential. To this end, let us con-
sider the general structure in Eq. (4) and introduce the cutoff-independent
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combination φR such that
φ2R =
3λ˜φ2B
8π2X
≡ φ
2
B
Zφ
, (14)
X being an arbitrary, positive λ˜-independent number. In this way
Vtriv(φB) = Vtriv(φR) = π
2X2φ4R(ln
φ2R
v2R
− 1
2
) (15)
so that, from the value at φB = ±vB ,
W = Vtriv(±vB) = Vtriv(±vR) = −1
2
π2X2v4R = −
m4h
128π2
(16)
we find
m2h = 8π
2Xv2R . (17)
However, when considering the second derivative of the effective potential with
respect to φR at ±vR
d2Vtriv(φR)
dφ2R
∣∣∣
φR=±vR
= 8π2X2v2R (18)
and depending on the value of X , the quadratic shape in terms of the rescaled
field φR will not agree with the Higgs mass mh unless
X = 1. (19)
In this case, namely for
Vtriv(φR) = π
2φ4R(ln
φ2R
v2R
− 1
2
), (20)
m2h = 8π
2v2R, (21)
when the effective potential at its minima is locally equivalent to a harmonic
potential parametrized in terms of the physical Higgs mass, the continuum
theory associated with X = 1 is completely indistinguishable from a free-field
theory. Eqs. (20, 21), discovered in all known approximations consistent with
“triviality”, should be considered exact (strictly speaking the exact effective
potential is the “convex hull” of Eq. (20) [9]).
The only unconventional ingredient of the analysis is the asymmetric rescaling
of vacuum field and fluctuation implying Zφ 6= Zh, since in any approximation
consistent with “triviality” there is no non-trivial rescaling of h(x). However,
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the introduction of Zφ is extremely natural when considering the quantization
of the classical Lagrangian
L =
1
2
(∂Φ)2 − 1
2
roΦ
2 − 1
4
λoΦ
4 .
In fact, as it is well known from statistical mechanics, a consistent quantization
requires to single out preliminarly the zero-momentum mode φB
Φ(x) = φB + h(x)
(determined from the condition
∫
d4x h(x) = 0), whose essentially classical
nature reflects, however, the fundamental quantum phenomenon of Bose con-
densation. Therefore, beyond perturbation theory, the renormalization of the
term containing the field derivatives, defining Zh, is quite unrelated to Zφ,
defined from the scaling properties of the effective potential, and, in those
approximations consistent with “triviality”, e.g. preserving Zh = 1 identi-
cally as at one-loop or in the gaussian approximation, one finds Zφ ∼ 1/λo.
The structure Zφ 6= Zh, allowed by the Lorentz-invariant meaning of the field
decomposition into pµ = 0 and pµ 6= 0 components [12,13], is completely con-
sistent with the rigorous indications of quantum field theory. In fact, SSB in
the cutoff theory (see Ref. [9], sect.15), while imposing the finiteness of Zh,
requires that the bare vacuum field vB and the Higgs mass mh do not scale
uniformly and one finds
m2h
v2B
→ 0 (22)
in the continuum limit where the lattice spacing a ∼ 1/Λ → 0 in agreement
with Eq. (7). Equation (22), by itself, represents a perfectly acceptable result.
Indeed, there is no reason, in principle, why the bare vacuum field, defined
at the lattice level, should be finite. One is actually faced with the situation
where the vacuum energy W = Veff(±vB) (related to the critical temperature
Tc at which the symmetry is restored [34]) is finitely related tom
2
h even though
v2B itself is not. A familiar example of this situation is gluon condensation in
QCD where the vacuum energy, as measured with respect to the perturbative
ground state, is finitely related to the particular combination of bare quantities
g2B〈G2B〉. In the continuum limit where g2B → 0 the bare expectation value
〈G2B〉 diverges in units of the physical scale of the QCD vacuum as defined,
for instance, from the string tension or a glueball mass. The same is true in
(λΦ4)4 where the bare vacuum field vB does not remain finite in units of mh,
the physical scale setting the correlation length of the spontaneously broken
phase. However, despite of this illuminating analogy, pointing out the very
general nature of the problem, the trend in Eq. (22) is usually considered
as an indication for the inconsistency of SSB in the continuum limit. The
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reason for this conclusion, most likely, derives from the operatorial meaning
given to the field rescaling. Namely, the perturbative assumption of a single
renormalization constant Z = Zφ = Zh, to account for the cutoff-dependence
both of the vacuum field and of the residue of the shifted field propagator,
amounts to introduce a renormalized field operator
Φ(x) =
√
Z ΦR(x) , (23)
This relation is a consistent shorthand for expressing the wave function -
renormalization in a theory allowing an asymptotic Fock representation, but,
beyond perturbation theory, has no justification in the presence of SSB. In
fact, in this case, it overlooks that the shifted field h(x), the only allowing
for a particle interpretation, is not defined before fixing the vacuum and that
the Lehmann spectral-decomposition argument (0 < Z ≤ 1), valid for a field
with vanishing VEV, constrains only the value of Z = Zh. Notice that, quite
independently of our results, the possibility of a different rescaling for the
vacuum field and the fluctuations is somewhat implicit in the conclusions of
the authors of Ref. [9] (see their footnote at page 401: ”This is reminiscent of
the standard procedure in the central limit theorem for independent random
variables with a nonzero mean: we must subtract a mean of order n before
applying the rescaling n−1/2 to the fluctuation fields”).
Equation (22), supported as well by the results of lattice calculations (see
Ref. [11] and Sect.3), represents a basic condition to define the continuum limit
of SSB in (λΦ4)4. At the same time, by requiring m
2
h to be cutoff independent,
Eq. (7) implies
λo ∼ λ˜→ 0 (24)
for Λ→∞ and, thus, one recovers, with very different techniques, the consis-
tency condition usually denoted as “asymptotic freedom” [4,8]. Obviously, in
the trivial (λΦ4)4 theory, where no observable scattering process can survive in
the continuum limit, the notion of asymptotic freedom is very different from
QCD and has nothing to do with the existence of a renormalized coupling
constant λR(µ
2) at non vanishing external momenta. Only at zero momen-
tum a non-trivial dynamics is possible and this unobservable effect is fully
reabsorbed in the vacuum structure and in the particle mass of the field h(x).
The remarkable consistency of this theoretical framework suggests to look for
additional tests of the structure of the effective potential in Eqs. (1,4) by com-
paring with precise lattice simulations of the massless regime. To this end,
a few general remarks are needed. While substantial experience has been al-
ready gained in the numerical analysis of lattice field theories, the reliability
of statements about their continuum limits is still open to questions. In fact,
the equivalence of different procedures to get those limits is not yet controlled
by standard theoretical methods. These imply a shift of the problem from
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the domain of bare computation, including the evaluation of numerical errors
and/or approximations, to that of interpretation, exploiting the connection of
the numerical results with the formal theory or with suitable models of the
continuum limit. For instance, in all lattice simulations performed so far, the
perturbative relation Zφ ≡ Zh has been assumed to define, from the average
bare field measured on the lattice, a renormalized vacuum field that, in the
O(4)-symmetric case, is then related to the Fermi constant. In this case, since
the lattice data definitely support the trend in Eq. (22) and provide trivially
free shifted fields well consistently with Zh = 1 (see Ref. [11]), one frequently
deduce upper limits on the Higgs mass which would not exist otherwise. There-
fore, a fully model-independent approach is needed to check which relations
are actually valid outside the perturbative domain.
An important progress in the direction of a model-independent analysis of the
lattice data has been performed in Ref. [35]. There, the lattice theory defined
by the Euclidean action
S =
∑
x
[
1
2
∑
µˆ
(Φ(x+ µˆ)− Φ(x))2 + ro
2
Φ2(x) +
λo
4
Φ4(x)− JΦ(x)]
(25)
(x denotes a generic lattice site and, unless otherwise stated, lattice units are
understood) was used to compute the VEV of the bare scalar field Φ(x)
〈Φ〉J = φB(J) (26)
in the presence of an “external source” whose strength J(x) = J is x-independent.
Determining φB(J) at several J-values is equivalent [36–38] to inverting the
relation
J = J(φB) =
dVeff
dφB
(27)
and starting from the action in Eq. (25), the effective potential can be rigor-
ously defined for the lattice theory up to an arbitrary integration constant. In
this framework, the occurrence of SSB is determined by exploring (for J 6= 0)
the properties of the function
φB(J) = −φB(−J) (28)
in connection with its behaviour in the limit of zero external source
lim
J→0±
φB(J) = ±vB 6= 0 (29)
over a suitable range of the bare parameters ro, λo appearing in Eq. (25).
The existence of non-vanishing solutions of Eq. (29) is associated with non-
trivial extrema of the effective potential at φB = ±vB whose energy density is
lower than (or equal to) the corresponding value in the simmetric phase φB =
9
0. In fact, through the Legendre transform formalism, the resulting effective
potential is convex downward and represents the convex hull [9] of the more
familiar “double well” effective potential (for more details see Ref. [22,39]).
The analysis of Ref. [35] was performed for weak bare coupling λo
pi2
<< 1, to
approach the “triviality” continuum limit in Eq. (24), and exploring the de-
pendence on the bare mass ro to provide an operative definition of the massless
regime. Here, some remarks are needed. The massless theory is defined [26]
from the condition
d2Veff
dφ2B
|φB=0 = 0 , (30)
ensuring that the theory has no physical mass scale in its symmetric phase
φB = 0. Thus, from Eq. (27), one should explore, in principle, the shape
of J = J(φB) around J = 0. However, in any finite lattice [38], the basic
inadequacy of the finite volume calculation shows up in the occurrence of large
finite size effects at very small values of |J | producing, for instance, deviations
from the exact relation in Eq. (28) which cannot be explained with the purely
statistical errors. This suggests that a reliable estimate of the massless regime
requires to evaluate the response of the system at non-zero J and then to
extrapolate the lattice data toward J = 0± with some analytic form. To this
end, in Ref. [35] Eq.(30) was replaced by a trial form for the source consistent
with the “triviality” structure in Eqs. (1,4) but allowing for an explicit scale
breaking parameter β [13]:
J(φB) = αφ
3
B ln(φ
2
B) + βφB + γφ
3
B (31)
(for β = 0 Eqs. (27,31) imply α = 9λ˜
2
16pi2
and γ = 9λ˜
2
16pi2
ln 1
v2
B
in the case of the
effective potential in Eqs. (1,4)).
The massless regime at each λo was operatively defined from the maximum
value of the bare mass ro where the 3-parameter fit (α, β, γ) to the lattice
data (for |J | ≥ 0.05) was giving exactly the same χ2 of the 2-parameter
fit (α, β = 0, γ). Finally, the numerical results of Ref. [35] were also fitted
with analytical forms allowing for the presence of perturbative corrections.
As a matter of fact, Eqs. (1,4) agree remarkably well with the lattice results,
while the “pro-forma” perturbative leading-log improvement fails to reproduce
the Monte Carlo data, thus providing a definite numerical support for the
coexistence of SSB and “triviality” proposed in Ref. [12,13].
A possible objection to this procedure is that the operative definition of the
massless theory is not fully model-independent since, by using Eq. (31), one
essentially checks the self-consistency of the procedure while a definitive test
of the structure of the effective potential requires an a priori estimate of rc
as, for instance, determined from the lattice data of other groups.
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After this general introduction, the aim of the present paper is just to provide
this more refined lattice test of the “triviality” structure in Eqs. (1,4). Our
analysis will be presented in Sect. 2 while Sect. 3 will contain our conclusions
and a discussion of the more general consequences of our results.
2 Lattice simulation of massless (λΦ4)4
The starting point for the analysis of the massless theory is the Schwinger-
Dyson equation in the symmetric phase which determines the pole of the scalar
propagator from the 1PI self-energy
m2 = ro + Σ(p
2 = m2) (32)
and leads to the zero-mass condition for the “critical” value of the bare mass
rc = −Σ(p2 = 0) . (33)
Depending on the adopted regularization scheme, Eq. (33) disposes of the bare
mass in the classical lagrangian as a counterterm for the quantum theory and,
in this situation, the theory does not possess any physical scale in its symmetric
phase 〈Φ〉 = 0. In dimensional regularization rc = 0 and the scale invariance
of the classical theory is preserved up to logarithmic terms. Concerning the
lattice theory some remarks are needed.
We stress that the definition of the massless theory is independent on any
assumption about the nature of the phase transition in (λΦ4)4. More precisely,
from the general structure of the effective potential in Eqs. (1,4), we deduce
that the system is already in the broken phase at m2 = 0 in contrast with the
leading-log improvement of the one loop result [26]. To clarify this point it is
worthwhile to recall some rigorous results. In the symmetric phase 〈Φ〉 = 0, the
existence of the (λΦ4)4 critical point can be established for the lattice theory
(see chapt.17 of Ref. [7]). Namely, for any λo > 0, a critical value rc = rc(λo)
exists, such that the quantity m(ro, λo) defined as
m(ro, λo) = − lim
|x−y|→∞
ln〈Φ(x)Φ(y)〉
|x− y| (34)
is a continuous, monotonically decreasing, non-negative function for ro ap-
proaching rc from above and one has m(ro, λo) = 0 for ro = rc(λo). For
ro > rc(λo), m(ro, λo) is the energy of the lowest nonvacuum state in the
symmetric phase 〈Φ〉 = 0.
The basic problem for the analysis of the phase transition in the cutoff theory
concerns the relation between rc(λo) and the value marking the onset of SSB,
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say rs(λo), defined as the supremum of the values of ro at which Eq. (29)
possesses non-vanishing solutions for a given λo. It should be obvious that, in
general, rs and rc correspond to basically different quantities. Indeed, rc defines
the limiting situation where there is no gap for the first excited state in the
symmetric phase 〈Φ〉 = 0, while rs can only be determined from a stability
analysis after computing the relative magnitude of the energy density in the
symmetric and non-symmetric vacua. For ro = rc(λo) + ǫ is the symmetric
phase stable for any ǫ > 0 ? A widely accepted point of view, based on the
picture of a second-order Ginzburg-Landau phase transition with perturbative
quantum corrections, is that, indeed, the system is in the broken phase at ro =
rc −M2 for any M2 > 0, thus implying rs = rc. In this case, −M2 represents
the “negative renormalized mass squared” frequently used to describe SSB in
pure λΦ4 and related to the second derivative of the effective potential at the
origin in field space φB = 0.
An alternative possibility is the following. In general, the effective potential is
not a finite order polynomial function of the vacuum field φB and (see chapt.1
of Ref. [9] and chapt.4 of Ref. [40]) one should consider the more general
situation
Veff(φB) =
1
2
aφ2B +
1
4
bφ4B +
1
6
cφ6B + . . . (35)
where a, b, c, . . . depend on the bare parameters (ro, λo) so that there are sev-
eral patterns in the phase diagram. In particular, if the coefficient b can become
negative, even though a > 0, there is a first order phase transition and the
system dives in the broken phase passing through a degenerate configuration
where Veff(±vB) = Veff(0). A remarkable example of this situation was pro-
vided in Ref. [41]. There, the superconducting phase transition was predicted
to be (weakly) first order, because of the effects of the intrinsic fluctuating
magnetic field which induce a negative fourth order coefficient in the free en-
ergy when the coefficient of the quadratic term is still positive. Unfortunately,
the predicted effect is too small to be measured but, conceptually, is extremely
relevant.
Thus, on general grounds, one may consider the possibility that rc < rs even
though for ro > rc the symmetric phase of the lattice (λΦ
4)4 has still a mass
gap and an exponential decay of the two-point correlation function. The sub-
tlety is that the general theorem 16.1.1 of Ref. [7], concerning the possibility
of deducing the uniqueness of the vacuum in the presence of a non-vanishing
mass gap in the symmetric phase, holds for the continuum theory. Namely, by
introducing the variable t = ln ao
a
, ao being a fixed length scale, and defining
the continuum limit as a suitable path in the space of the bare parameters
ro = ro(t), λo = λo(t) (with λo(t) ∼ 1/t according to Eqs. (7,24)) only paths
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leading to a vanishing mass gap in the symmetric phase, i.e. for which
lim
t→∞
m(ro(t), λo(t)) = 0 (36)
can consistently account for the occurrence of SSB in quantum field theory.
However, at any finite value of the ultraviolet cutoff Λ ∼ 1/a there is no
reason why the mass gap should vanish before the system being in the broken
phase, thus opening the possibility that rs > rc. As discussed in Ref. [13,42],
by exploring the m-dependence of the effective potential of the cutoff theory
in those approximations consistent with “triviality”, this indeed occurs and
one finds a first order phase transition so that the massless regime lies in the
broken phase (see Eqs.(1,4)). At the same time, SSB requires m [22,13,42],
the mass gap in the symmetric phase, to vanish in units of mh, the mass gap
of the broken phase, in the continuum limit t→∞ consistently with Eq.(36).
As anticipated in the Introduction, a definitive test of the validity of this
theoretical framework requires to explore the shape of the effective potential
after an a priori determination of rc. To this end we shall use the analysis
of lattice data presented by Brahm in Ref. [43]. By considering data from
different groups and different lattices, including a parametrization of the finite-
size effects and extrapolating the lattice data down to zero mass, Brahm’s
analysis provides a rather precise determination of the value of rc at λo = 0.5:
rc = −0.2240− 1.00± 0.05
L2
± 0.0010 (37)
where L is the linear dimension of the lattice. For L=16, Eq. (37) predicts
rc = −0.2279± 0.0010 (38)
whose central value rc = −0.2279 will represent our input definition of the
massless regime for a numerical computation of the slope of the effective po-
tential on a 164 lattice with the action Eq. (25) at λo = 0.5. Finally, after ob-
taining J = J(φB) in a model-independent way, we shall compare the lattice
data with the two alternative descriptions of the phase transition in (λΦ4)4.
For our Monte Carlo simulation we used the standard Metropolis algorithm to
update the lattice configurations weighted by the action Eq. (25). In order to
avoid the trapping into metastable states due to the underlying Ising dynamics
we followed the upgrade of the scalar field Φ(x) with the upgrade of the sign
of Φ(x). This is done according to the effective Ising action [44]
SIsing = J
∑
x
|Φ(x)| s(x)−∑
x
∑
µˆ
|Φ(x+ µˆ)Φ(x)| s(x+ µˆ)s(x) ,
where s(x) = sign(Φ(x)). We measured the vacuum expectation value of the
13
J φB(J) J φB(J)
-0.010 -0.288862 (695) 0.010 0.289389 (787)
-0.030 -0.413565 (321) 0.030 0.414713 (376)
-0.050 -0.488797 (296) 0.050 0.489132 (249)
-0.075 -0.557737 (181) 0.075 0.557961 (182)
-0.100 -0.612497 (169) 0.100 0.612865 (151)
-0.300 -0.876352 (111) 0.300 0.876518 (95)
-0.500 -1.03526 (8) 0.500 1.03532 (7)
-0.700 -1.15518 (8) 0.700 1.15528 (7)
Table 1
We report the values of φB(J) as obtained with our 16
4 lattice at λo = 0.5 and
ro = rc = −0.2279. Errors are statistical only.
scalar field
〈Φ〉J = 1
Nc
Nc∑
i=1
1
L4
∑
x
Φi(x)
where Nc is the number of configurations generated with the action (25), for
16 different values of the external source in the range 0.01 ≤ |J | ≤ 0.70. Sta-
tistical errors are evaluated using the jackknife algorithm [45] adapted to take
into account the correlations between consecutive lattice configurations [46].
Our final results for 〈Φ〉J = φB(J) are shown in Table 1. We have compared
these data with the two alternative approaches motivated by “triviality” or
based on perturbation theory. In the former case we have chosen the general
form
J(φB) = αφ
3
B ln(φ
2
B) + βφB + γφ
3
B + δφ
3
B ln
2(φ2B) (39)
which, besides including an explicit scale breaking term β accounts for possible
deviations from the “triviality” structure in Eqs.(1,4). Indeed, the presence of
residual, genuine self-interaction effects for the field h(x) may show up in a
non vanishing coefficient δ of the ln2(φ2B) term as predicted, for instance, from
the structure of the effective potential in a perturbative two-loop calculation.
Finally, since we expect to be very close to the massless regime, the effect of
a non vanishing mass scale ±M2 in the argument of the logarithms (apart
from those effectively included in the coefficient β) should be negligible. A
consistency check of this assumption can be obtained, apart from the quality
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of the fit, from the size of the coefficient β since, away from criticality, one has
β ∼ ±M2. The results of the fit to the data in Table I with Eq. (39) is
α = (1.535± 0.062) · 10−2
β = (0.3± 6.3) · 10−4
γ = 0.44955± 0.00061
δ = (1.3± 6.4) · 10−4
χ2
d.o.f
=
14.4
16− 4
It is clear that the model-independent calculation of the slope of the effective
potential, based on the Brahm’s analysis [43] of the massless regime on the
lattice, is in very good agreement with our predictions based on Eqs. (1,4).
In fact, the fit shows no evidence for non-vanishing coefficients β and δ. By
constraining β = δ = 0 in the fit, we obtain α = 1.520(18) · 10−2, γ =
0.44960(7), χ2/d.o.f = 15.0/(16−2). In Figure 1 we display our data together
with the best fit Eq. (39), with the constraint β = δ = 0. Also, the size of
the coefficient β is so small that the effect of a non vanishing ±M2 ∼ β in
the arguments of the logarithms is totally negligible, at least in the explored
range of φB, φ
2
B > 0.08. Notice that the only finite size effect included in our
analysis is the 1/L2 correction to the Brahm’s value for the critical bare mass.
Therefore, the excellent χ2’s of the fits show that, at least for |J | ≥ 0.01, our
164 lattice behaves as an infinite system.
Let us now compare the lattice data in Table 1 with a perturbative evalu-
ation of the effective potential. Indeed, the small size of the bare coupling
λo/π
2 ∼ 0.05 might suggest that the agreement between the lattice data and
Eqs. (1,4) represents just a trivial test of perturbation theory. To this end
we have compared with the full two-loop calculation of Ref. [47]. In the di-
mensional regularization scheme, their expression for the effective potential
in the massless regime and for the one component theory is (m22 = λφ
2
B/2,
Ω(1) = 3
4
S − 1
3
ζ(2) with S = 1/22 + 1/52 + 1/82 + . . . and ln includes in the
definition of the logarithm additional terms of the MS scheme)
V 2-loop(φB) = Vo(φB) + V1(φB) + V2(φB) (40)
with
Vo(φB) =
λ
4!
φ4B
V1(φB) =
1
64π2
m42[ln(m
2
2/µ
2)− 3
2
]
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Fig. 1. The external current J versus φB . The solid line is Eq. (39) with β = δ = 0
and α = 1.520 · 10−2, γ = 0.44960.
and
V2(φB) =
1
256π4
λ2φ2Bm
2
2
8
[5 + 8Ω(1)− 4ln(m22/µ2) + ln2(m22/µ2)]
+
1
256π4
λm42
8
[1− ln(m22/µ2)]2
By transforming to our notations, namely
λ ≡ 6λo
ln(m22/µ
2)− 3
2
≡ ln(m22/Λ2)−
1
2
16
and computing J2-loop(φB) = dV
2-loop/dφB we find the final expression
J2-loop(φB) =
λoφ
3
B
1 + 9λo
16pi2
ln Λ
2
3λoφ2B
+
λ3oφ
3
B
256π4
[27 ln
Λ2
3λoφ2B
+ 54 + 432Ω(1)]
(41)
in which we have used the perturbative β function to resum the leading loga-
rithmic terms to all orders. By fitting the lattice data in Table 1 with Eq. (41)
for λo = 0.5, and leaving out the scale Λ as a free parameter in the fit, we find
the result for the 2-loop, leading-log improved fit
(
χ2
d.o.f
)
2-loop
=
1162
16− 1
which, indeed, shows that, despite of the small value of the bare coupling,
perturbation theory (in one of its more refined versions) is totally unable to
describe the lattice data. As anticipated in the Introduction, this result is
not unexpected and, therefore, the agreement with Eqs.(1,4) is not a trivial
test of perturbation theory but provides, rather, a non-perturbative test of
“triviality”. The crux of the matter has to be found in the qualitative conflict
between Eq. (39) (for β = δ = 0) and Eq. (41). In the former case, based on a
first-order description of the phase transition, the massless regime lies in the
broken phase and there are non-trivial minima for the effective potential so
that J vanishes at non zero values φB = ±vB . On the other hand, Eq. (41),
consistent with a second-order phase transition, can only vanish at φB =
0 since, within the perturbative approach, one needs a non-vanishing and
negative renormalized mass squared −M2 to obtain SSB. Our lattice data for
the response of the system to the external source are precise enough to detect
the sizeable difference produced by the two extrapolations towards J = 0.
Finally, to perform an additional check, we have used the complete form for
V 2-loop(φB) reported in Eq. (40) by allowing for the presence of a negative
mass parameter −M2 as in Ref. [47]. In this case, where the classical potential
becomes
Vo(φB) =
λ
4!
φ4B −
1
2
M2φ2B
and the mass parameter m22 has to be replaced everywhere by
m22 =
λφ2B
2
−M2 ,
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we still obtain an extremely poor fit
(
χ2
d.o.f
)
2-loop
=
152
16− 2 ,
Summarizing: the analysis presented by Brahm predicts that, for λo = 0.5, the
massless regime of (λΦ4)4 corresponds to ro = rc = −0.2279 on a 164 lattice.
The resulting effective potential, computed in a fully model-independent way,
is in excellent agreement with the general “triviality” structure in Eqs. (1,4)
and cannot be reproduced in a perturbative expansion, despite of the small
value of the bare coupling λo
pi2
∼ 0.05. Our analysis, while confirming the exis-
tence on the lattice of a remarkable phase of (λΦ4)4 where SSB is generated
through “dimensional transmutation” [26], enforces the first numerical evi-
dences of Ref. [35] pointing out the inner contradiction between perturbation
theory and “triviality”. The most important consequences of this basic inad-
equacy will be illustrated in detail in Sect. 3
3 Conclusions and outlook
Let us now compare our results with the output of the existing lattice sim-
ulations. So far, the theoretical expectations based on “triviality” have been
numerically confirmed and there is overwhelming evidence that all observable
interaction effects vanish when approaching the continuum limit, i.e. when the
physical correlation length of the broken phase becomes large in units of the
lattice spacing.
In all interpretations of the lattice simulations performed so far the validity
of the perturbative relation (23) has been assumed. Let us refer to the very
complete review by C.B.Lang [11]. There, for the O(4) theory, the value of
Z = Zh is extracted from the large distance decay of the Goldstone boson
propagator and used in Eq. (23) to define a renormalized VEV uR from the
average bare VEV vB measured on the lattice. Quite independently of any
interpretation, the lattice data provide Zh = 1 to very good accuracy (see
Tab.II in Ref. [11]) and completely confirm the trend in Eqs. (7,22) (see Fig.19
in Ref. [11]) so that, in this approach, one finds
m2h
u2R
∼ m
2
h
v2B
∼ 8π
2
3 ln Λ
mh
→ 0 . (42)
The above relation has been interpreted so far on the basis of the leading-
log formula for the running coupling constant. Indeed, in perturbation theory,
where one relates uR ∼ vB to mh through the renormalized 4-point function
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at external momenta comparable to the Higgs mass itself,
m2h
u2R
∼ 3λR(m2h) , (43)
in the leading-log approximation
λR(m
2
h) =
λo
1 + 9λo
8pi2
ln Λ
mh
(44)
one deduces Eq. (42) for λo → ∞. Therefore, when u2R ≡ v2B/Zh ∼ v2B is
kept fixed as a cutoff-independent quantity (and related to the Fermi constant
through u2R ∼ 1/GF
√
2), and the result (22) is interpreted within perturbation
theory, one concludes that SSB is only possible in the presence of an ultraviolet
cutoff (this point of view leads to upper bounds on the Higgs mass [8,11,10]
mh < 700− 900 GeV).
As pointed out in the Introduction, however, this interpretation of “trivial-
ity” is, at least, suspicious. Indeed, within perturbation theory itself, it is in
contradiction with explicit two-loop calculations of βpert. In this case, from
Eq. (8) one would deduce that the bare coupling flows toward the ultraviolet
fixed point
lim
Λ→∞
λo(Λ)
π2
=
24
17
=
λ∗
π2
(45)
for any 0 < λR < λ
∗ and, by assuming the validity of Eq. (43), there is no
reason why λR and mh should vanish in the limit Λ → ∞ (λ∗, in any case,
disappears at 3-loop but reappears at 4-loops [29]).
Quite independently of this remark, which rather concerns the internal con-
sistency of the perturbative approach to “triviality”, our numerical results of
Sect. 2 (and those of Ref. [35]), show that in the response of the lattice theory
to the external source J there is no trace of any residual h-field self-interaction
effect but the lattice effective potential cannot be reproduced in perturbation
theory. Therefore, any perturbative interpretation of “triviality” can hardly
be taken as correct. Close to the continuum limit as one can be, we do find
a definite numerical evidence for non trivial minima of the effective potential,
and, as such, there is no reason why SSB should not coexist with “triviality”.
However, the Higgs massmh defined from the vacuum energy in Eq. (3), which
determines the physical scale of the broken phase, is quite unrelated to λR,
which vanishes, and does not represent a measure of any interaction.
Before exploring the consequences of our picture of SSB, however, let us briefly
discuss the case of a (λΦ4)4 theory in the continuous symmetry O(N) case.
The use of radial and angular fields allows to deduce easily the structure of the
effective potential for the O(N) theory. In fact, as discussed in Ref. [19,20,12],
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one expects Eqs. (20,21) of the one-component theory, to be also valid for
the radial field in the O(N)-symmetric case. The explanation for this result
is extremely intuitive and originates from Ref. [48] which obtained, for the
radial field, the same effective potential as in the discrete-symmetry case.
The Goldstone-boson fields contribute to the effective potential only through
their zero-point energy, that is an additional constant, since, according to
“triviality”, they are free massless fields. Thus, in the O(2)-symmetric case, one
may take the diagram (Veff , φB) for the one-component theory and “rotate” it
around the Veff symmetry axis. This generates a three-dimensional diagram
(Veff , φ1, φ2) where Veff , owing to the O(2) symmetry, only depends on the
bare radial field,
ρB =
√
φ21 + φ
2
2 (46)
in exactly the same way as Veff depends on φB in the one-component theory;
namely (ω2(ρ2B) = 3λ˜ρ
2
B)
Veff(ρB) =
λ˜
4
ρ4B +
ω4(ρ2B)
64π2
(
ln
ω2(ρ2B)
Λ2
− 1
2
)
. (47)
This has been explicitely checked in Ref. [35] with the Monte Carlo simulation
of the O(2) lattice theory employing the action
S =
∑
x
2∑
i=1
[
1
2
∑
µˆ
(Φi(x+ µˆ)− Φi(x))2 + 1
2
ro(Φi(x)Φi(x))
+
λo
4
(Φi(x)Φi(x))
2 − JiΦi(x)]
(48)
where Φ1 and Φ2 are coupled to two constant external sources J1 and J2.
By using J1 = J cos θ and J2 = J sin θ and having defined φ1 = 〈Φ1〉J1,J2,
φ2 = 〈Φ2〉J1,J2, one can compute the bare radial field Eq. (46)
ρB = ρB(J) (49)
and invert Eq. (49) to obtain the slope of the effective potential. As shown in
Ref. [35] the lattice data for ρB = ρB(J) in the massless regime are remarkably
reproduced by
J(ρB) =
dVeff(ρB)
dρB
=
9λ˜2ρ3B
16π2
ln
ρ2B
v2B
, (50)
thus providing definite numerical support for the exactness conjecture of Eqs.(20,
21) [12,13].
Finally, in the post gaussian calculation of Ref. [24], the numerical solution of
the integral equation for the shifted radial field propagator gives for the Higgs
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mass mh =2.21 TeV for N=2 and mh =2.27 TeV for N=4 to compare with the
prediction of Eq. (21) mh =2.19 TeV for vR ∼246 GeV if the physical VEV
introduced in Sect.2 is related to the Fermi constant GF in the usual way.
Therefore, in the most appealing theoretical framework, where SSB is gener-
ated from a theory which does not possess any physical scale in its symmetric
phase 〈Φ〉 = 0, we end up with a definite prediction for the Higgs mass, namely
mh ∼2.2 TeV [19,21,20,12,13]. In general, the Higgs can be lighter or heavier
[13], depending on the flow of the bare mass ro = ro(t) in the continuum limit
t→∞. In this case one ends up with the more general result [13]
m2h = 8π
2ζv2R (51)
with
0 < ζ ≤ 2 . (52)
ζ = 1 corresponds to ro(t) = rc(t) and ζ = 2 to ro(t) = rs(t) > rc(t), as
defined in Sect. 2. The range 0 < ζ < 1, corresponding to values ro(t) < rc(t),
for which the theory cannot be quantized in its symmetric phase 〈Φ〉 = 0, is
allowed by the Renormalization Group analysis of the effective potential [13]
and cannot be discarded (just for this reason one cannot conclude that the
value 2.2 TeV is a lower bound for the Higgs mass).
Obviously, the above extimates are only valid provided the contribution to the
effective potential from the other fields, namely gauge bosons and fermions,
is negligible and can be treated as a small perturbation, as in the original
formulation of the Weinberg-Salam theory [1] where SSB is generated in the
pure scalar sector (this is certainly possible for ζ ∼ 1 where the Higgs mass is
large compared to the top quark mass as measured by the CDF Collaboration,
mt = 174± 17 GeV [49]).
However, even though the Higgs mass would turn out to be considerably lighter
than our reference value 2.2 TeV, there are substantial implications. In fact,
the Higgs phenomenology, on the basis of gauge invariance, depends on the
details of the pure scalar sector. For instance, consider the Higgs decay width
to W and Z bosons. The conventional calculation would give a huge width,
of order GFm
3
h ∼ mh for mh ∼ 1 TeV. However, in a renormalizable-gauge
calculation of the imaginary part of the Higgs self-energy, this result comes
from a diagram in which the Higgs supposedly couples strongly to a loop of
Goldstone bosons with a physical strength proportional to its mass squared, an
effect which, in principle, has nothing to do with the gauge sector but crucially
depends on the description of the pure scalar theory at zero gauge coupling.
Now, if “triviality” is true, as we believe, all interaction effects of the pure λΦ4
sector of the standard model have to be reabsorbed into two numbers, namely
mh and vR, and there are no residual interactions. However, if a Higgs particle
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can decay into two Goldstone bosons there are observable interactions, namely
there is a non-trivial scattering matrix for Goldstone-Goldstone scattering
with a pole in the complex plane whose real and imaginary parts are related
to the Higgs mass and to the Higgs decay width. Beyond perturbation theory,
this process cannot be there and, therefore, if “triviality” is true, a heavy Higgs
must be a relatively narrow resonance, decaying predominantly to tt¯ quarks.
In conclusion, according to our analysis “triviality” implies just the opposite
of what is generally believed, namely SSB with elementary scalar fields, and
as such the essential ingredient for the Higgs mechanism, poses, by itself, no
problems of internal consistency as far as its quantum field theoretical limit is
concerned. Truly enough, this is only relevant to the continuum theory and,
therefore, we have little to say if the scalar sector of the standard model turns
out to be a low-energy effective description of symmetry breaking. In this
case, a perturbative approach in terms of a light Higgs mass (say mh . 200
GeV [50]) is still acceptable, since the scale at which the picture breaks down
is exponentially decoupled from the Higgs mass, and physically equivalent to
our description in the limit ζ << 1. On the other hand, if the Higgs turns
out to be very heavy a measure of its decay width will represent a test of our
predictions and the experiment will decide between the two descriptions.
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